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LAMUN, short for the Lahore Alma Model United Nations is an MUN famous for its stimulating 
sessions which aim to recreate discussions taking place in some of the intergovernmental 
organizations of the UN. By encouraging delegates to take on the roles of diplomats, LAMUN 
ignites deep investigation and cut throat debate over international issues, inculcating civic 
sense, effective communication and multilateral diplomacy in our participants. To top it off, 
LAMUN also throws in some  entertaining and refreshing Social Events for our participants 
during the three-day conference to even out its intense and fierce committee sessions.



The opening ceremony:
LAMUN V finally begins!

Chaotic as always:
The registrations desk!

The day started as the dele-
gates entered the venue. 
Some looked fierce ready to 
debate their guts out,while 
some looked shy and timid 
ready to test out their 
linguistic skills for the very 
first time.
On this auspicious occasion 
the sky looked as clear and 
bright as ever and the host 
team looked cheery, ready 
to welcome the bright slew 
of delegates.
The registrations desk 
remained crowded through 
out the whole time.

And so it begins! After all the preparations and tre-
mendous hard work now comes the exciting moment 
we all have been waiting for. The opening ceremony 
today took place in the hall which was filled with 
excitement and enthusiasm to start the debate and 
negotiations.. Snapchat and Instagram stories were 
updated within moments. It took quite a while to get 
the delegates to quieten down. It was time for the 
opening ceremony to begin.
The event began by the introduction of beloved 
Executive Council and a speech from our special 
guest, USEFP represnetive Mr. Aman Bashir, who 
graced the conference with his presence and said a 
few words related to college admissions.Our MUN 
Coach, Taimoor Arif, approached the floor to wel-
come everyone and emphasized on this year’s equity 
policy while our Under-Secretary General, Sehrish 
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Some good old
Imran khan memes:

Goher, went through some rules and regu-
lations to be followed throughout the 3 
days. This was followed by an ardent speech 
by our Secretary General, who wished 
everyone Best of Luck. Thus, with the bang 
of his gavel, the 5th Edition of LAMUN was 
declared open!  This was followed by a huge 
round of applause with little bits of cheer-
ing here and there.The delegates were all 
pumped up for three days of vigorous 
debate.
As the team of LAMUN V, we are delighted to 
welcome all of the advisors, delegates and 
guests to this event and we hope you all 
have a memorable experience!

The first committee session of pna was in 
full swing even in the absence of the chair 
and ACDs. All the delegates were in deep 
conversation and some were even grilling 
Imran Khan simply for existing. 
Soon the ACD entered and asked everyone 
to introduce themselves which also led to 
a delegate calling PNA "Jangli", cant 
argue with that since politicians have a 
reputation for wreaking havoc in the 
national assembly anyway.

Excessive amounts of boredom led to a mini 
entertainment session where someone from 
the logistics team asked Imran Khan to 
entertain the committee to which he simply 
said, "I dont know what to do"
And another delegate added "chauthi 
shaadi" - Very well said, delegate.
Everyone fell into silence as the chairs 
entered and addressed the committee. At 
the beginning of the formal session the 
government and opposition took their 
sides and got ready to sing Pakistan's 
national anthem which was followed by 

speeches from politicians which further 
led to the anticipated heated debate after 
the very first crisis was introduced.

When a 6th grader
Takes the spotlight..
The session started off with the ACD 
of SOCHUM asking the delegates for 
a proper introduction and any two 
of their hobbies which apparently 
most of the delegates ‘did not have’. 
All eyes of the committee were on 
the delegate of Czech republic who 
apparently is in grade 6 and no one 
would resist pinching his cheeks if 
given a chance.
When the chairs finally arrived, 
they started their ‘long rant’ 
about the rules and procedure for 
the benefit of first timers which 
eventually led to the roll call and 
the GSL being established (involving 
the delegates literally waving their 
cards for recongnition). In the 
midst of the serious debating, the 
cell phone of the delegate of Japan 
started ringing, which led to utter 
silence and confusion. Overall the 
session started on a light note with 
no exciting happenings.
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The majority of UNDP's committee session was relatively slow.A frighteningly large portion 
of delegates were unapologetically, unabashedly cringeworthy; parroting their "love for 
reading" as they flaunted familiarity with YA fiction, while one "avid fan of Shakespeare" pro-

vided some glimmer of hope; until it came to 
light they had never heard of Romeo and Juliet. 

Certain contrarians took the stage, willing to 
argue against basic human rights to establish 
their quirky, niche personality archetype. The 
committee also declared season 8 of Game of 
thrones to be of an acceptable standard.
Residents of the room were treated to a string 
of deliciously uncomfortable pauses, the 
stifling, overarching scent of sweat and abun-

dant social anxiety. Despite all this the committee shows a lot of promise. The next three days 
are surely going to be filled with intense debate. Though we are not quite sure if the publica-
tions member in the UNDP will change his opinion on GOT s8 being an atrocity.

Game of thrones season 8 was acceptable?!

“Yeh kamra buhut chota nahin hai?” 
The first committee session of specpol was a mix of shy introductions and avid criticism. The 
delegates held subtle expressions of what seemed to be pure anxiousness. However, as soon as 
the ice-breaking session commenced, the delegates developed a sense of comfort as they 
traded mutual interests in anime and Netflix. All of which were followed by a comedy of 
errors which ensued when the chair tried to arrange the delegates in alphabetical order. 
Failure to do so led to the exasperated question “Yeh kamra buhut chota nahin hai?” 

The commencement of the formal session was a productive sequence of events as each dele-
gate highlighted the history of colonisation which was considered relevant in terms of the 
middle-east. However, the chairs were rather concerned as certain delegates proceeded to 
read large pre-written paragraphs which surpassed the time-limit. 

The first unmoderated Caucus of the committee was a 
basis for healthy discussion as the delegates were able to 
reach a basic agreement. However, the delegate of Israel, 
feeling rather left out in the discussion, decided to voice 
his concern over his lack of involvement. The end result 
was a strange scuffle which was silenced by the chairs 
with imminent threats of the equity policy.
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When the UNSC starts
to discuss tom cruise
and harry potter.....
The session commenced with the IT team 
trying to connect the multimedia while 
the Chairs, Ali Hanfeyah Bokhari, Shar-
jeel Ahmad and Bassam Ahmad initiated 
conversations on Harry Potter and Tom 
Cruise. The chair , Bassam Ahmad, 
addressed the delegates about how the 
UN works and tested the delegates with 
questions regarding the UN.After an 
hour of lecture, the delegates were  
fully prepped with their notes and start-
ed a rapid fire debating session where 
one would oppose the other at every 
point available. The session was coming 

Russia’s soultion! A “sasta” Framework?
The first session of DISEC started with enthusiasm dripping from 
every delegates face while the chairs moderated. The chairs 
asked for introductions from all the delegates and unfortu-
nately no delegates stood out to their faithful (but cute) ACD. 
In one “unique” speech the delegate of Russia proposed a 
“sasta” framework to solve cyberwar fare and the chairs 
laughed it off and didn’t take them very seriously.
As the committee progressed all eyes were on the delegate of USA as they dominated the com-
mittee and bashed Israel. Gradually the committee started to kick off as the delegates enthu-
siastically raised their plac cards to take part in the heated debate to impress the chairs. 
On one instance, the delegate of Sweden tried to declare war on the entire committee thrice,  
however without much success , and his attempts to stand out to the chairs remained futile.
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“Let the ladies speak!”
The first day of WHO consisted of an 
ice-breaking session where the Chair, 
Uzair Farrukh, flexed how he's a student 
of LUMS and has come here at the expense 
of incomplete assignments.He also gave 
tips and important advice to first timers.
Slowly but gradually, the debates start-
ed to kick off with the discussion of 
importance of vaccines. There was rage 
amongst delegates as all of them 
seemed to be equally energetic and 
hoped for the world to become a health-
ier and better place to live in. However, 
there were a certain number of Karens 
who wanted to talk to the manager. 
Anti-vax good,vaccines bad.
As the session approached its end all the 
delegates representing their given coun-
tries got together to settle their point 
of contentions. Sadly it ended up being 
one huge mess as the male delegates 
were not giving a chance to their oppo-
site sex. Thank the lord our resident 
white knight was ready to save the day: 
“Let the ladies speak!”.



An epic clash of ideas: welcome to unhrc!

to an end and so was the delegate's energies but the chairs were not willing to end it so easily. 
At last the day came to an end with fun, learning and a lot of sleepiness. So delegates, get 
ready for another fun-filled day!!
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The session started with a room filled with 
delegates revved up and ready to speak. The 
delegates sure were adrenaline rushed. The 
delegate of France suggested The topic 'the 
plight of human rights in Yemen'. The dele-
gate of China gave a fiery yet convincing 
speech about why Yemen must be given for-
eign aid. Pakistan wanted a peaceful solu-
tion for their Muslims brethren while the 
Delegate of North Korea wanted to provide 
all the funds for the betterment of the 
people. Syria wanted to raise an interna-
tional fund titled 'no more tears'. .The dele-
gate of UK was late to the party but  some-
how managed to give a rather exhilarat-
ing speech about possible solutions. 

Russia wanted to discuss the prolonging 
of the conflict while France wanted to 
discuss proxy wars.The delegate of Norway 
stood up to give their opinion about the 

condition of men. India wanted to discuss the 
problems of health and medical facilities. 
Saudi Arabia argued that they have given the 
most aid to Yemen. Russia counterattacked, 
claiming that Saudi Arabia has only given aid 
to yemen in the form of bombs. The delegates 
of UNHRC managed to keep the committee 
heated and we hope to see the same energy on 
day 2
TLDR: Intense debate. Big brain time

It’s break time everyone!
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